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1 Whether it’s due to being hyperactively prolific or over-conscious of 

dissolute copycats, Richard Mille has never been one to stand still. 

While he could easily afford to rely on his reputation and content 

himself with producing variations on the design that made it, he has, 

in fact, launched nine new models this year alone - all of which take 

his brand’s seminal techiness in fresh directions. QP meets the man 

behind a new generation of exclusive timepieces. 

Alex Doak
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My inaugural Richard Mille experience was in the 

summer of 2007 – a weeklong tour of the rolling Jura 

foothills, visiting a select few from the brand’s small 

but carefully chosen pool of suppliers. Audemars Piguet 

Renaud & Papi (APRP), Vaucher, Soprod, Donzé Baume 

casemakers, Valgine – all top-flight facilities achieving 

the near-impossible for their visionary client. That Mille 

himself failed to make an appearance during the week 

didn’t seem to matter; in fact, a somewhat appropriate 

Wizard of Oz aura was conjured along the way, as 

tangible awe at this mysterious figurehead emanated 

from everyone I met. Mille was always there in spirit 

and his passion for his craft was evidently contagious.

Following my brand initiation, I have since encountered 

the man himself on three occasions, and it’s easy to 

understand why he has earned such respect. From 

the ordered chaos of his SIHH satellite salon in April  

(a Four Seasons suite thick with Gauloises smoke and 

animated French banter), to his charismatic turn as 

chairman of the jury at last year’s glitzy Grand Prix 

d’Horlogerie, to last month’s somewhat calmer cup of 

tea in Harrods, this man’s ebullience is relentless and 

infectious. Which probably explains how his brand has 

established itself so firmly on the watch landscape in 

less than a decade and how the innovation continues 

in such abundance.

Pursuit of perfection
“I don’t want to be a prisoner – the watch business can 

be boring if it doesn’t open up,” Mille explains. “This 

year we’re launching nine new models. Next year, there 

are five or six planned. I can’t refrain from creating and 

luckily our small production allows us to do this.” And 

with “this” he thrusts a prototype of the SFr. 550,000 

RM025 diver’s watch into my hand, sits back and 

watches my reaction in amusement. The round case 

is a radical but necessary departure from Mille’s usual 

tonneau case, in order to achieve its water resistance 

of 300 m – but there is no mistaking its origins. Those 

revolutionary aesthetic cues are all intact. The case 

construction is still painstakingly engineered. The bezel 

alone consists of three layers, held together by 24 of 

Mille’s trademark torsion screws.

“For Donzé Baume, the RM025 is now the biggest 

nightmare of all our watch cases. It has a 30–35 per 

cent rejection rate,” states Mille with barely concealed 

joy – the same hidden joy I sensed in 2007 when 

Gerad Donzé himself described the machining and 

finishing process of a Richard Mille case as an “absolute 

headache”. But, after all, a 30–35 per cent rejection 

rate is not bad going, especially when you consider 

other components such as the baseplate of Vaucher’s 
Skeleton automatic RM005-S 
and Vaucher baseplate. 
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skeletonised automatic RM005-S calibre – its PVD 

coating is so delicate that 70 per cent end up in the 

bin. And, having witnessed first-hand how laborious 

the orginal electro erosion process is, that is almost 

painful to think about.

Whatever the headaches, when you actually play with 

something like the RM025, it all makes sense. The pure 

joy of these machines takes hold. “I know this much 

R&D for just a few pieces is crazy, but I don’t care. It 

affects price, but at the same time, this is my vision of 

luxury. I hate high volumes. My customers understand 

that they are participants in watchmaking history and 

seek this innovation from me.” Sure enough, looking 

at his stable of ‘conventional’ haute horlogerie – 

tourbillons, split-second chronographs, timezones, 

flyback chronographs – reveals an impressive roster 

of quirkiness that has populated Mille’s portfolio ever 

since his first ladies’ model won hearts in 2006 with its 

100 tiny gold beads rolling around inside the rotor arm. 

Design with purpose
But is Mille guilty of design for design’s sake? “The 

mechanics are just a part of a Richard Mille watch. For 

me, the tourbillon for example forms just 10 or 15 per 

cent of the interest – it’s everything around it that I find 

fascinating. But I don’t like gimmicks. You will not find a 

single screw without a clear function in my watches.” 

And just so, it transpired that the RM007’s gold beads 

actually helped to absorb shocks and regulate the 

winding inertia, as well as adding an aesthetic plus to 

proceedings. This year, Mille launches his second ladies’ 

model, the RM019, which arguably ups the femininity 

ante, suspending the movement from a diamond-

set, Celtic Knot bridge. Economy and function remain 

paramount of course, so nothing is superfluous, despite 

the decorative effect – the infinite weave of the 

ancient motif links the winding barrel, power reserve 

and tourbillon cage. The real fascination lies beneath, 

however: an onyx baseplate so flawless, you can’t help 

but lose yourself in its sheer blackness. 

The mechanics are just a part of 
a Richard Mille watch. But I don’t 
like gimmicks and you will not 
find a single screw without a 
clear function in my watches

RM007 complete with 100 gold beats inside the rotor arm.

This year’s ladies’ launch, the RM019 Celtic Knot.
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Richard Mille and APRP have made a specialty of 

working hard stone, ever since completing their 

now standard carbon nanofibre baseplate and the 

perfection of the “silicium dioxide cryptocrystalline 

quartz chalcedony” (or, more simply, black onyx) in 

the RM019 Celtic Knot bodes well for their biggest 

challenge: finally realising the RM018 ‘Hommage à 

Boucheron’ concept. At the Grand Prix last year, APRP’s 

Fabrice Deschanel candidly described its semi-precious 

and precious stone movement wheels as yet another 

“headache”, but I knew from his eyes that it was a 

challenge he relished, especially with a force of nature 

like Richard Mille driving him on.

“I am into deep human relationships. I work with people 

I love, and the only piece I am interested in is the one I 

am working on. And it works. APRP is a rock’n’roll place, 

very cool, very open-minded. We scream, we fight, we 

kiss…!” And as Mille flings his arms heavenwards with 

another passionate gesture, I notice a chunky chain 

hanging from his jeans pocket. He spots my intrigue 

with a grin and slowly draws out the voluptuous 

RM020 pocket watch – the most vivid incarnation of his 

brand’s design language yet, and the final word against 

anyone who dared suggest he was a one-trick pony. 

(The penultimate word being Greubel Forsey’s giant, 

one-off ‘RM013’ planetarium-tellurium from 2007 – 

another totally unpredictable anachronism).
RM018 limited edition Homage à Boucheron, representing the union between 
jewellery and watchmaking.

RM008 (rattrapante tourbillon), the most complicated of all Richard Mille models.
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Further Information:  www.richardmille.com

“Look at it,” Mille demands, as if I had any 

choice otherwise. “For me, it is always about 

technique – technique in combination with 

art. This connector, for example,” he says, 

referring to where the titanium chain 

connects to the crown, “its quick-release 

mechanism came to me when I was watering 

my garden in France. My hose, you know, 

connects to its nozzle like this: tchik tchak!” It’s an 

irresistible vision, Richard Mille bursting into the design 

studio at Montres Valgine brandishing a yellow plastic 

hose – but it is this ability to think laterally yet single-

mindedly, and to initiate the R&D regardless of cost or 

compromise, that means his imitators will always be 

left in his wake. 

So, with such tangential creativity expanding Mille’s 

portfolio in all directions, what will he remain most 

proud of? Interestingly, it’s not actually a specific 

watch. “Auction houses always say that the greatest 

attributes are variety, authenticity, quality and rarity 

– and with Richard Mille watches, all the elements are 

present and correct. But I am most proud of the fact 

that people actually wear my watches. The idea of 

my customers putting their watches away in a safe, or 

even worse a museum, is my worst nightmare. I love 

that they are ‘loved hard’. Take the RM008 (rattrapante 

tourbillon), our most complicated watch – worth almost 

€400,000. One of these came back to After-Sales for 

a service recently in an unbelievable condition,” Mille 

recalls with glee. “I don’t know what this guy did with 

his watch, but it was dented, scratched… filthy!”

Mille has often said that he makes watches for “boys in 

shorts”. But walking away from my half-hour barrage of 

exuberance and toy after incredible toy, I suspect Mille 

is as much one of them.  8

RM020 pocket watch.

I don’t want to be a prisoner – 
the watch business will become 
boring if it doesn’t open up. I 
can’t refrain from creating and 
luckily our small production 
allows us to do this
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